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1.1

This In a summary of Missile Verification Firing (MVF) of Missile B-15
performed by the Martin Compaz7 at the Denver Test Stand D-2 in accordance
with Test Directive MVP B-15o

MISSIV4- CHECKOUT ALID MI
2.1

DESCRIPTION

Missile Configuration
Missile B-15 contained the first IRSS to be tested during an HVF.

This
required a olose data reduction operation between Martin and A.C, Spark Plug.
All T.e.
data was plared bad b A.C. Spark Plug due to the format deviations
between the P(M IN systems. This contributed to the instrumentation checkout
and data reduction problem encountered on this missile.
The A.C. Spark Plug guidance aystem was simulated.
Airborne batteries were used for the MVF.
2.2

Chronological History
Missile B-15 was reoeived and e*roted on Test Stand D-2 21 February 1963.
Power application was delayed due to GS marriage cable inooupatabilityo
This problem was oorreoted and power applied 23 February 1963.
RSS
operations required marriags cable connectors different than the R&D
instrumentation aystem,
The airborne l~drsulio system was f!lled, flushed and sealed 23 February 19630

The initial MFL checkout uws attempted 23 February 1963.

The NFL run was unsuccessful due to bad autopilot gain signals. This problem was traced to
Modification SO 7182-05 whaih resulted in a continuous ground on the pain
change relay throu& the airborne IG.S. test cable. The test cable was
modified to be compatible with the airborne wiring. (Notes A.C. Spark Plug
guidance aystem Is simulated during missile verification firings).

The instrumentation system experienced an excessive voltage drop between
missile stape oaused br "line lose" in the marriage sables. New cables
were fabricated and installed vwh corrected this oonditlon. This condition
was peculiar to the IReSS requirements*
All aystems were ready f•r a CST (Combined Sstem Test) with the exception of
lUSs instrumentation 26 February 1963. A "dry" C8S was conducted but was
unsuccessful due to an "Activate Batteries" boldo The problem vas traced
to a mistermination in the missile wiring. The wiring was corrected and a
successful "dry" CST was completed 28 Fbruary 1963. Wire was located on
the correct terminal board but was one terminal removed from the correct
position. This wiring error was created during missile modifloations.
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Phase 01 prooedres (heokeut) vwe.e completed and an official CST
conducted 1 March 1963. fte COT was unsuccessful due to problems with
the IRSS. A.C. Spark Plug could not plq the data tape oan recorders due
to sy•chronization problems. The A.C. Spark Plug multiplexer was removed
and delivered to the A.C. Spark Plug Laboratory for checkout. The
multiplexer checked out satisfactorily and was reinstalled in the missile.
The synchronization problem was determined to be instrumentation ground
station set up problem.
The Stage ii b•audio pinp was replaced 4 March 1962 due to excessive
leakage. The WdrUs o system vas pressure cheoked, bled and sealeda.
During the subsequent MFL checkout the autopilot appeared defectivel however,
this indloation was erratio and the problem could not be located. Three
NFL chassis (2301, 2302 and 2303) were removed and returned to the laborator7
for a bench check. Chassis C/P 2301 and 2302 checked out as good. The
following prOblnss were found and corrected on C/P 23038

wire missing
JI213one
Connotor was not
(3)

slotted deep enough to make positive

oontact.

Defective diode.

The above chassis were reinstalled and two MFL rum were conducted with
no problems.

The Stage I gas generators were removed 4 March 1963 and returned to Aerojet
Saoramento for inspection and rework (deburring Inspeotion). Due to the
extensive dela required for inspection And rework, the Stage I gas
generators were robbed from Miesile N.-17 and received at Martin-Denver
9 March 1963. The gas generators were installed and required that an
engine retest be perfoimed.

A second CST was perfomed 6 March 1963. This was a confidence CST since
it was performed during the absence of the Stage I gas generators.*Minor
problems were encountered and were repaired. These problems were instrumentatimi
gound station set up ewfor..
The third CST was conducted U March 1963. This CST was unsuccessful due
to the 5 VDC and 10 VDC instrmentation power supplied reading low,. Several
(approx. 12) other masaurents we•re also out of tolerano.
These problems
did not reooor during several trial runs and extensive troubleshooting.
A fourth CST was conducted 12 March 1963. This CST was unsuccessful
due to the followings
(1) •r•atio fire switch indications caused by low timing
eSplifLoation. The timing emplifier output was increased
to resolve this problem.
(2) A "hold" was received at 2-09 sec. due to the missile pewe
returning to poud power. This problem ma caused b- a
guidance 'ooUl" due to a dtefetive booster actuator (actuator

was drifting e.xessively).

The booster actuator was replaced Man
the kLdramllo aystem was filled,
flushed, bled and sealed on 13 Mearh 1963.

The instrumentation power supplies (5 VDC and 10 VDO) l

vowltage problem

reoppeared.during thbi CST. After extensive troubleshooting, the AC.
Spork Plug multiplexer was reJected. A bench test was performed and the
multiplexer operated intermittently after being in operation far approximately

two hourse
A spare multiplexer was not wvailable. A new unit wms requested from A.C.
Spark Plug, Mlwuakee, 'disoonsin. This unit arrived at Martin-Denver
15 March 1963g, was installed ad inastzmentation checkout perfbrmoed.
A final CST was performed on 15 March 19631 data review indicated no majar
problem..
Ordnance instamlation was delayed due to interference probleme8
(1)

The Stags I S/A #2 oxidiser prevalve squibs ocould not be installed
due to interference with a bId-aelic Uwe. The prevalve vas
rotated to correct this problem. Procedures were modified to

add prevalve "olockin".

(2)

The Stage 1 start cartridge could not be connected electrically
because the A.G.C. conduit was not "clocked" properly. The conduit
was reolocked mnd leak checked.

Ordnance installation and propellant loading were completed 18 March 1963.
The KMY was. delayed due to the PCK-Jm transmitter fa•iing prior to
(lose of power output). The unit was replaced and retestedo

ountdown

The MY? countdomn was picked up at 1356, 19 March 1963. A "hold" was
encountered at T-1s26 due to erratio timing. The decision to proceed with
the count was made at this time sinoe the timing malfunction was of a
minor nature*
The count was picked up the second time at 15s26 bra. A "hold" was
encountered at T-2&04 due to an indication that Step I oxidizer flight
pressure valve was not alosed. This problem vws found to be an erroneous
indioation.
The oaunt was picked up the third time at 15s1l bra. A "hold" wvs encountered
at T-O,23 sec. due to erratic 10 PPS timing. the MX7 attempt was "scrubbed"
at this time to correct the timing problms, All prevalves were opened and
the batteries activated during this MVF attempt.
The Stage II fuel was off-loaded as a safety measure and the A/B batteries
replaced. ftel was reloaded 19 serch 1963.
The tmng problem was traoed to the range timing cable shield being "open"
between the bloddoe madthe
a
s0bsti &ut wt kildIu
It was felt this
problem occurred due to excesive2y high winds prior to the NT? attempt.
This problem was oorrected by pounding the shield in the bloddcuse,
Pri•or to the NMV attempt on 20 March 1963, a NFL rim was conducted mnd a
"Reay to Launch" 1iOt was not received. Troubleshooting revealed an intermittent wire (pound) between the equipment rom and uambilloal tower. A
spare wire was substituted*
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The second MVP attempt was conducted 20 March 1963. The oountdown was
successful and 87F81 occur:-ed at 13s26.18,2 breo Both stopes ran the
scheduled 20 second&. The "(Wok look" meeting wva held 21 March 1963
and resulted in the following action item.s

During ooutdovs the Staep I exidizer flight pressure valve failed to
indiote "closed* ooa•tica. Juveetigtior at this time re•ealed that
the valve was aotually closed but the "eloped" iaoroswitch was not
aotuated. Subsequent qcylig of the flight pressure valve apparently
freed the switch and e1ouinated the problem for this firingb

Investigate "stiakt" sroswitch problem as pertaining to all
pressurisation and vent valvee.

This problem is due to a peorly designe4 miaroswitoh in the VYooo Valve
which results in the moroawitoh stiching. fhe engineering fix is a
modification to the present Sqsvalves and replaoement of all Vaoo, Valves
at Test 8tund D-2 with modified Sqvalves. This modification is in
propoes and to scheduled for installavion by 15 April 1963.

The Telemetry transmitter faild prior to starting the first countdown.
Also, two MtranusItters failed during VYTF testing of this mlssileo

Investigate and determine reason for TM paokage fatlures.

The TH transmitter failures have been due to low power outpute This
failure has been traced to bad filements in the power amplifier tube
80I. A meeting to resolve the problem of the power amplifler tubes
in all pacirgos is scheduled for 28 March 1963 with the Special Action
•Oup and Technical Proourement.

sasurement 175 (Pa-i) was lost during the firing.

1.

Using data available, reconstruct 8/A #1 englne firing.

omputer satisfactory engine performance below the

2.

Verif

with

eAo

Inspect 8/A #1 engine for evidence of dampg.

iIn
1.

PO-1 (measument 175) did not pla during the firing. Therefore,
there i no accuate method, to determine engine performance. Based
upon other psrumete,
tank top premnrses, discharge pressuree,

tukbine speeda, eto. =4 an esgne inspection, 8/A #1 appears to
run confirms that
rompute
An ANO
"have operated satisfoatoil.
perfOa'meMS0 was within X of expected valves.

paw5

2.
D. Z

A visual Inspeclon revealed no daaage to the S/A #1 engine.
j

The following instrumentation disorepancieo

Id~a

Dsraacis

0175

(Po-I)

No data

0176

(Po-2)

High reading

2078 !Ti-1)
51 In
etecr)

1.

were noteds

11gh reading
] data

Investigate and resolvee.

2.

If measurement 2078 (TTi-l) is verified to be above 17001?
it will be necessary to inspeot S/A #1 turbine for heat damage.

1.

(a) Mess. 0175 (P.-1) Problem found to be a defective A/B
cable (P/N 80411050113-009). Cable replaced. Cable is located
between marriage cable and Aerojet interface on Stage I,

(b) Meas. 0176 (Po-2)

Measurement data and calibration was

ohecked; no discrepancy was found. Data indicates pressure of
785 NU1k which is within tolerance specified by ET.09
(o) Neass. 2078 (TTi-l) A corrected data stick shows Thi.1 reading
17171e. A error of ll1F was found in satem calibration. Final
reading of Tit-l Is 17060°.
An inspection was performed on the

turbine. No indications of heat damage was found.
(d) Meas.
1 (Fire Detector) loss of data on this parameter
was caused by a defective V.C.O. unit. Defective unit was replaced,

A telemetry radiation (frequenq) test was performed on 22 March 1963a
The missile was cleaned and do-ereotion was completed 24 March 1963.
3.0

OWBOTI
The test objectives specified in NO MF-B and the dapee to which tha' were
accomplished are listed belova

3.1 Prlaza

Objectivis

3.1.1 Demonstrate proper operation and eampstability of the complete missile
syteu with OGE under a firing envirofant, within the capabilities of
the Denver Test Area.
3.1.1.1

During preparation for the second KY? countdown, the NFL Readr
to Launch light would not operate. Troubleshooting revealed an
inter-connecting wire shorted to pround. A spare wire was terminated
and the shorted wire sparedo This wire is Installed In conduit
between the Transfer Room and the Umbilical tower.
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With the exoeptlom of the above item, all automatic oheokout.,
countdown and firing wae completed without holds or malfunotions
generated by the 0O.4.
ObSeotive was satisfastorIly meto
3.1o2 Verify adequate .me fathnin
3.1.2.1

quality of the operational missile.

Manufacturing 4aality of the missile wes adequate throughout

the firift.
Objeative was satisfactoeIr nmete
3.1.3 Provide problm information covering al aspects of missile and OGE
checkout and operationg eo that problems can be identified and action
can be initiated to resolve them at the earlist possible point in the

progrmo*
3.1.3.1

Trouble Reports and Filure Reports were prepared as neceseary.
Test Stand persornel have submitted the formal Problem SuinaLzy

Report.
3.1.*4 Verify adequate manufacturing quality of the airfrme to support
missile firing@ and to withstand the hot firing eavironment-9
3

3.1.4*.1

ost firing imnpeotions and leak checks substantiate the fact
that plannd fiing duration was achieved without leakage of
propellent tanks or asociated lines or material failure of the
basic etrusture.
Objective was set*

301-5

Verify that the quality and performance of the engines are in nw vw
degaded (by processes and procedures performed after engine acceptance
tests).
3.1.5.1

The fbllowing snom paernetere were not within limits as specified
in =0 MYiT . Vaivers were obtained for these measurement8a

2078
0175

'Ti-i
Po-1

Meaauremeut 2078 (?TI-1) spiked in excess of 1750F during
shutdown. An inspection was conducted of the turbine. No

damage was foud.
Moasurement 0175 (Pc-i) did not record during the MVF. A defective
airborne cable (P/N 804F1050113-009) was found to be the oauseo
This cable was replaced as a quick look action itemo
The Stae I (sub-ssembly #1) engine performanoe, based on other
parumeters, tank top pressures, discharge pressure., turbine speed*,
eto. and an engine inspection, appears to have operated satisfactorily.
An AGC omuputer run confirms that performance was within 3%of
expected values. The other eng-nes performed within speoified limits.
Ob:eotive wae mt.
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3.1.6

Verify that manufaoturing quality of the misuile propellant feed and
autogenous pressurisation subsystem meet design requirements.
3.1.6.1

3.1.7

The propellant feed system and the autogenous pressurization
system met all objectives durin,, the missile verification firing
of Missile B-15.

Verify proper operation of the flight oontrol subsystem under firing
conditions.
All flight control
F-Bo
parmeters remained within limits as specified In ETO W1

3.1.7.1 The actuator gimballing oocurred as planned.
3.1.8

Demonstrate the functional aompatability of the OGE with the missile.
3.1.8.1

All automatic dheohouts, countdown and firing wea completed
without holds or malfunctions caused by OGE incompatibilityo

3.1.9 Demonstrate proper operation and compatibility of the IRSS with all other
missile systems, except guidanoo. under a firing environmento
3.1.9.1

Data obtained during the firing from the IRSS was very good. Two
Tamoters (Po-i and TTi-1) were questionable during data review
•s 3.1.5.1). The tradking and flight safety systems performed
satisfactorily during the MYF.
Objective was met.

3.1.10

Verify satisfactory activation and operation of airborne batteries.

3.1.10.1

The activation and operation of the airborne batteries was
satisfactory throughout the MVF?.
The objective was met.

3.1.11

Verify satisfactory operation of the missile electrical system during
KV? operation.

3.1.11.1 go major problem areas were seen during the pre-launch countdown
and sabuquest optlwe fi'Sre £P8 sad IM batteries were prod to the missile busses as planned. The
loaded and traneot
VTPS battery is not pro-loaded and did function normally.
The airborne electrical system functioned as plannedo All voltage
parmeters were maintained within specification limits for the
duration of the test.
4.0
4.1

o BYCT[
SESM
•
Obtain data for use in determining missile reliabilitt.
4.1.1

Trouble reports, failure reports, problem reports and test stand
operation records have been submitted for missile reliability studyo
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5.0

ONCLUSIONS
5.1 The MVP of Missile B-15 vsa
5.2

sucoessful.

The IRSS operation during Yissile B-15 MV• performed satisfactorily.
The extremely close so-ordination between Martin qnd A.C. Spark Plug
required for missile checkout and PIVF ope.-ation delayed to some extent
the MVP schedule*

5.3

5.A

The airborne missile batteries operated ectremely veil. Two sets were
used and all batteries activated with no irobles enoountered. The
following types were useds

APs Battery
IRSS Battery

PD)•o08-OIl
PD9480008..13

TIPS Battery

PD948S009-W7

Propellants remained on Missile B-15 with the eevalves opened for approximately
a tWenty-fou hour period. go propellant leakage was observed dostrem
of the engine thrust chamber valves.

TesttN4imoe
mý
Test Departamet

